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P ROBLEM 2:
How many orderings are there for a deck of 52 cards if all the cards of the same suit
are together?
S OLUTION :
Since there are four separate suits that need to stick together, then we know that immediately, there are 4! ways to arrange just the suits. Then for each suit, since there are 13
cards, then there must be 13! ways for the cards to be arranged within their appropriate
suit. Thus we have
4! · 13!4
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P ROBLEM 6:
How many integers greater than 5400 have both of the following properties?
(a) The digits are distinct.
(b) The digits 2 and 7 do not occur.
S OLUTION :
To begin, any number that will satisfy these two properties cannot extend beyond 8 digits,
because in doing so, it would force one of the digits to either repeat, or manifest as 2 or 7.
Thus, the greatest number that can satisfy this property is
98654310
Our solution would seem to be
        
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
or simply 8! But this would not include the complete set of integers that satisfy this property
because it would eliminate the possibility of having, say 5401, since by this formulation
we could only achieve that number by choosing our place values like so,
00005401
which is not allowed (repetition of zeros). So then we must have a formulation for each
additional digit that we take off. Thus for 8 digits we have 7 · 7! possibilities, for 7 digits we
·7!
·7!
have 71!
, for 6 digits we have 72!
possibilities and so on. Note that for n digits we we have
reduced the number of available values for the nth digit (largest digit or the leftmost digit)
by one because we omit zero in that place in order to ensure that our integer is exactly n
digits long, thereby obtaining mutually exclusive results for the set of integers satisfying
this property that are 8 digits long, then 7 digits long, and so on.
At four digits, we have
    
7
7
6
5
1
1
1
1
possible combinations, but the amount of four digit integers that satisfy our two properties
below 5400 is
    
5
5
4
3
1
1
1
1
Thus we end up with
7 · 7! 7 · 7! 7 · 7! 7 · 7! 5 · 5!
+
+
+
−
= 95250
1!
2!
3!
4!
2!
possible integers satisfying these properties.
7 · 7! +
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P ROBLEM 7:
In how many ways can four men and eight women be seated at a round table if there
are to be two women between consecutive men around the table?
S OLUTION :
To begin, it must be clarified that we are only counting the order in which our friends
are sitting around the table (that is who a particular person is sitting next to), and not
the specific seats they take. Thus, we first note that there are 4! ways for each man to sit
between the four lady-couples. Once those seats are assigned, we can reason that there are
8! ways for each woman to take one of the remaining seats. Thus there are
8! · 4! = 967680
separate seating arrangements.
If we do for whatever ungodly reason take into consideration the exact seat that each
individual is in, then we just multiply our first result by the number of seats, 12, (since
each seating arrangement can be permuted 12 times around the table) and end with
11612160
separate seating arrangements.
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P ROBLEM 14:
A classroom has two rows of eight seats each. There are 14 students, 5 of whom always
sit in the front row and 4 of whom always sit in the back row. In how many ways can
the students be seated?
S OLUTION :
In the front row, there are eight empty seats, 5 of which will be occupied by front row only
students. Thus we have (after permuting these students’ positions in the selected seats)
 
8
· 5! = 6720
5
ways that these same five students can sit in the front.
Likewise, in the back, there are also eight empty seats, 4 or which will be occupied by back
row only students. Thus we have (after permuting these students’ positions in the selected
seats)
 
8
· 4! = 1680
4
separate ways that the same four students can sit in the back.
Of the remaining seven seats in either rows, only five will be occupied by the remaining
free floating students, thus we have (after permuting these students’ positions in the
selected seats)
 
7
· 5! = 2520
5
ways that these last five students can be seated.
Then the total number of seating arrangements is:
     
8
7
8
·
·
· 5!2 · 4! = 28449792000
5
4
5

4

